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Material

Clinical Decision Rules Psychologically appealing

 Create order out of disorder

 Transform such murky complexity into 
structured and tangible tools

 Statistically derived from 10,000 or more 
patients

So

 Certainly a scientific decision instrument
must be superior to the frailty and 
variability of clinician judgment

Is this true????

 Before we adopt these tools, there 
are some questions we should ask 
first.



DOES THE RULE ADDRESS A CLINICALLY
RELEVANT QUESTION?

 Decision rules that address trivial or 
uncommon questions are likely to be 
more trouble than they are worth. 

 Optimal patient-oriented rather than 
surrogate outcomes.

HAS THE RULE BEEN RIGOROUSLY
DERIVED?

 The best decision rules demonstrate 
rigorous standards for derivation, which 
have been detailed elsewhere

HAS THE RULE BEEN EXTERNALLY
VALIDATED?

DOES THE RULE REQUIRE 1-WAY RATHER
THAN 2-WAY APPLICATION?

DOES THE RULE IMPROVE ON
PREEXISTING CLINICAL PRACTICE?

DOES THE RULE APPLY TO YOUR
PRACTICE SETTING AND YOUR TARGET
POPULATION?

Where is FAST??



IS THE RULE EASY TO REMEMBER AND
APPLY? Example

PE   Background

 Estimated annual incidence of 70 cases 
per 100,000 in US 

 Difficult-to-diagnose

 Clinical signs and symptoms are 
common and neither specific nor 
sensitive

3 ways to evaluate pre-test
probability of PE

 Gestalt assessment

 Wells score

 Revised Geneva score

 Which performs better?

Materials and Methods

 5 ED in France 
 1 ED in Belgium
 5 weeks period for collection
 3 months F/U after discharge

Baseline characteristic



Comparison method

 Accuracy: ROC curve
 Discordance and disagreement : kappa test

Result

Result  :  Accuracy

 Patient distribution
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Result  :  Accuracy

The AUC was 
gestalt: 0.81  (95% CI 0.78 to 0.84),
Wells:   0.71 (95% CI 0.68 to 0.75), 
RGS:    0.66 (95% CI 0.63 to 0.70)

Result : Agreement



Result : Discordance

Gestalt vs
Wells

Gestalt vs
RGS

Wells vs
RGS

Discordance 48% 52% 45%

Major 
disagreement

4% 3% 1%

Discussion

 Accuracy : gestalt > Wells > RGS

在病人分佈和相對應PE prevalence分析
看來, gestalt 更能有效分別non-high和
high pre-test probability of PE

且三種方法幾乎沒有一致性

Reason

 Clinical decision rules are simplified models
constructed from most frequent dichotomized or 
categorized data. Conversely, gestalt assessment 
allows us to consider and integrate all clinical 
signs and symptoms in more detail

 Runyon et al showed that the accuracy of gestalt 
assessment remains good independently of 
physician’s training level

Review these 2 rules
 An overriding of clinical decision rules by a 

physician’s implicit clinical judgment may improve 
clinical decision rules’ performance.

Conclusion

 The overall performance of gestalt appeared to be 
superior to that of the 2 scores, with better 
selection of patients with a low or high
clinical probability of pulmonary embolism. 

 The improved performance seems to be related to 
subjective assessment, which allows the physician 
to take into account all signs, symptoms,and risk 
factors of patients with suspected pulmonary 
embolism.



Thanks for your attention!


